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The latest version is 2.6.1! [Repack] Barudan Punchant 6 17 Somewhere in the castle of Barud, once a kingdom of knights but now a
mere outpost of the Enamor mercenary army that holds the surrounding lands, lies a great library containing a vast collection of

knowledge. Here, in a reputedly secure place, lies the texts, the accounts, and the journals of scholars who have spent a lifetime of
toil and wandering in search of the knowledge that will one day reveal the source of the darkness that now pollutes the land. Inside,

one of the precious items of the library is a dusty old tome, bound in leather, containing stories of the fallen kingdom of Barud and its
guardian, a great and terrible wizard named Barudan Punchant. The book itself is well loved, but its contents are held in little regard,
as the only true scholars of the realm are in the service of the Enamor Company. Therefore, when the Enamor forces strike at Barud

and seize the library in an attempt to use the ancient power within, one of the elder scholars is tasked with escorting the book to
safety. He cannot bring himself to take the book himself, however, as he alone has performed the duty of bringing the book to its last

resting place in centuries. The scholars dare not to risk the wizard’s anger by attempting to open the book, so they try to smuggle it
out in secret, only to be caught by the company’s enforcers as they escape. Accused of treason, they are cast out of the company,

without a home or any means to sustain themselves, and the book is sealed in the company’s vault. Only the mage Barudan Punchant
himself is able to read and understand the contents of the book, and he is in need of someone to share his knowledge. Learning of the

exiled scholar, he offers his protection, in return for the book being opened. When the scholar refuses, he turns his magic and the
book against him, threatening to kill the unfortunate soul and consume the knowledge for himself. The scholars then break the seal on
the book and flee the company’s fortress, where they seek refuge in a neighboring fortress and await the fate of the only wizard who

could open the tome. The books have been written on many different types of paper, and each book is protected with special
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